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12.50 PM/

6.50 PM
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12.55 PM/

6.55 PM
Closing Remarks and Adjourn Marie José Kersten
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Summary of Key Takeaways: The Path Forward Fred Locke
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7.05 PM
Sharing Experiences: Impact of COVID-19 in Europe Max Topp

1.10 PM/
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Sharing Experiences: Impact of COVID-19 in the US Sattva Neelapu

1.15 PM/

7.15 PM
Discussion All

1.50 PM/

7.50 PM
Summary of Key Takeaways: CAR T in Times of COVID-19 and Beyond Marie José Kersten
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Closing Remarks and Adjourn Marie José Kersten



Update on CAR T in DLBCL

CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS FROM ASCO 
AND EHA



AUTO3 (CD19/CD22 CAR T) PLUS PEMBROLIZUMAB
ASCO 8001/EHA S240

> Phase I Alexander study evaluating the safety and efficacy of AUTO3 (CD19/CD22 dual-targeting CAR T 
product) followed by limited duration of pembrolizumab

− AUTO3 was given at 3 dose levels: 50, 150, and 450 × 106 cells

− Pts received AUTO3 alone, or with 3 doses of pembrolizumab 200 mg Q3W starting on D14 or with a single dose of 
pembrolizumab on D1 

> Study population: Pts (≥18 years) with R/R DLBCL (NOS) or transformed DLBCL

> As of Jan 21, 2020, 28 pts underwent leukapheresis, 27 successfully manufactured (1 still in progress), and 19 
pts treated with AUTO3

> Efficacy: 18 pts evaluable

− At dose >50 × 106 CAR T (11 pts): ORR = 64%; CRR = 55% with all CRs ongoing (1–12 months)

− At 450 × 106 cells (3 pts): 2 pts achieved CR

> Safety: No increase in CRS or NE with the addition of pembrolizumab
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Conclusion Dr Corradini:

Dual targeting plus pembrolizumab is feasible



2L LISO-CEL FOR TRANSPLANT-NONELIGIBLE PATIENTS
ASCO 8040/EHA S244

> Updated results from the phase II PILOT study assessing the safety and efficacy of liso-cel as 2L therapy in 
transplant-noneligible pts with aggressive B-cell NHL

> Study population: Pts with aggressive R/R DLBCL NOS (de novo or tFL), high-grade B-cell lymphoma, or FL 
grade 3B with 1 line of prior therapy

− Pts were deemed transplant noneligible by meeting ≥1 criteria: age ≥70 years, ECOG PS 2, or impaired organ function

> At data cutoff, 25 pts infused (median age: 72 yr); median follow-up: 3.5 mo

> Efficacy

− ORR: 80% (95% CI: 59–93; n = 20)

− CR: 48% (n = 12)

> Safety 

− CRS: 5 pts (20%); no grade 3/4 was observed

− NE: 3 pts (12%), with 2 having grade 3/4 events

− 5 pts received tocilizumab and/or dexamethasone for CRS/NEs
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Conclusion Dr Corradini:

Data suggest that pts who are elderly and/or have comorbidities with R/R B-cell NHL and not eligible for 

transplant can receive 2L liso-cel with similar safety and efficacy to 3L-and-higher pts, as previously reported



OUTPATIENT TREATMENT WITH LISO-CEL
ASCO 8037/EHA EP1212

> Study objective: assess whether pts could be safely monitored in the outpatient setting after receiving liso-cel 
across university and nonuniversity sites from 3 ongoing clinical studies (TRANSCEND NHL 001, 
OUTREACH, and PILOT)

> Study population: Pts with R/R LBCL after systemic chemotherapy

> At data cutoff, 53 pts had received liso-cel on study day 1 and were monitored in the outpatient setting

− University, n = 33; nonuniversity, n = 20

> Efficacy

− ORR: 81% (95% CI: 68–91)

> Safety 

− Severe CRS and/or NEs occurred in only 2 pts and were reversible

− 30 pts (57%) required hospitalization posttreatment; 2 pts required ICU-level care

− No grade 5 TEAEs
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Conclusions Dr Corradini

• Proof of feasibility for the use of liso-cel in the outpatient setting

• Efficacy is comparable to the inpatient setting

• Incidences of severe CRS, NEs, and early hospitalization were low; 43% of pts did not require hospitalization! 



RETREATMENT WITH AXI-CEL IN ZUMA-1
ASCO 8012/EHA EP1259

> Background 

− In the ZUMA-1 pivotal study, the ORR was 83% and CRR was 58%

− While axi-cel demonstrated durable responses in some pts, approximately half of all responders relapsed

> Substudy: Retreatment with axi-cel in 13 pts with PD who had no evidence of CD19 loss by local review

> Efficacy: Upon retreatment with axi-cel, 54% of pts achieved response (4 CR, 3 PR)

− Response to retreatment was more common among the 6 pts who achieved CR at first treatment (83%; 4/6 CR, 1 PR, 1 
SD) than in the 6 pts who achieved PR at first treatment (33%; 2/6 PR, 1 SD, 3 PD)

− No response was observed in the 1 pt with SD at first treatment

− Median duration of response: 81 days (range, 1–225+)

> Safety 

− CRS rates comparable to first treatment

− Lower rate of NEs compared to first treatment

> Peak CAR T-cell expansion was lower upon retreatment vs first treatment 
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Conclusion Dr Corradini

• Retreatment is feasible but responses seem not durable; longer follow-up is needed



ASSOCIATION OF ALC/AMC RATIO WITH CLINICAL RESPONSE AND SURVIVAL
IN PTS WITH RELAPSED AGGRESSIVE NHL TREATED WITH AXI-CEL
ASCO 3028

> Retrospective study of 47 pts who received axi-cel for NHL from June 2016 to August 2019

− ALC/AMC was assessed at the start of lymphodepletion chemotherapy

− Median follow-up: 14 mo

> Pts with ALC/AMC ≤0.8 (n = 17) vs those >0.8 (n = 30)

− Median EFS: 2 vs 13 mo; P <.0001

− Median OS: 15 mo vs NR; P = .03

> Pts with an ALC/AMC >0.8 at the time of lymphodepletion chemotherapy were more likely to achieve CR at 3 
mo (46% vs 12%; P = .01), 6 mo (52% vs 0%; P <.0005), and 12 mo (42% vs 0%,; P = .01)
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Conclusions Dr Corradini

• EFS and OS were significantly shorter in pts with ALC/AMC ≤0.8; no explanation for this correlation given

• Data should be interpreted with caution, as study was retrospective and number of pts was low



Conclusion Dr Corradini

• Future studies on lymphocyte “fitness” and 

subsets are required to improve outcomes

MULTIVARIATE SUPERVISED LEARNING OF LISO-CEL CAR T-CELL 
PRODUCT AND PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS
EHA S275
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> Multivariate analyses of 321 T-cell starting 
material, drug product, and pt attributes 
were performed on 172 pts with R/R LBCL 
who received liso-cel in the TRANSCEND 
NHL 001 study



TISA-CEL IN PEDIATRIC/YA PTS WITH R/R B-NHL
ASCO E22504/EHA EP1248

> Early results from the phase II BIANCA study assessing safety and efficacy of tisa-cel in pediatric/YA pts with 
R/R B-NHL

> As of Nov 4, 2019, 8 pts were enrolled (4 LBCL, 3 Burkitt lymphoma, 1 gray zone lymphoma)

− 5 pts had ≥2 lines of prior therapy

> 5 pts were infused; 3 were pending infusion at data cutoff
− Median time from enrollment to infusion: 33 days

> Safety was manageable

> Apheresis/manufacturing was feasible

> Tisa-cel was shown to expand in vivo
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Conclusions Dr Corradini

• Treatment of pediatric/YA pts with R/R B-NHL is feasible (which was to be expected)

• Small number of pts with mixed histology; more data are needed 



RWD OF ELDERLY PTS TREATED WITH CAR T
ASCO 8039

> Multicenter, retrospective analysis of pts age ≥70 years with R/R DLBCL treated with either axi-cel or tisa-cel

> 77 pts with R/R DLBCL were analyzed

− Median age 73; range, 70–88 

− Comorbidities were measured using CIRS and HCT-CI

> Outcomes 

− Comparison of older pts (age ≥75) vs younger pts (age 70–74) 

• No difference in PFS

• Median OS: 7.8 mo vs NR

− In a multivariate analysis of PFS adjusting for baseline characteristics, the use of axi-cel was associated with worse PFS 
and increased toxicities in the elderly

> Validated frailty measurements (CIRS) predicted for increased CRS and CRES
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Conclusions Dr Corradini

• CIRS is useful to predict toxicity

• 75 years as upper age limit for axi-cel?



Update on CAR T in DLBCL

DISCUSSION



DISCUSSION: DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN 
CAR T-CELL PRODUCTS

> Experts stressed that comparisons of efficacy and safety data between the commercially available 
(tisa-cel, axi-cel) and late-stage (liso-cel) CAR T-cell products are hindered by differences in study 
design and construct

− Additional data from retrospective case-control studies and/or real-world studies are needed to provide 
insights into the comparative efficacy and safety of these treatments

> That said, experts currently believe all 3 products are equally effective, with similar efficacy

> Safety, on the other hand, is perceived to be more favorable with 4-1BB CARs compared with CD28 
CARs; liso-cel especially is recognized for its good tolerability profile with low rates of NE and CRS

> Other considerations that may favorably impact treatment choice include fewest logistic challenges 
in CAR T-cell manufacture (eg, short turnaround times) and/or fewest out-of-specification 
issues/production failures

− The recently announced ability to produce CAR T cells in Europe1 also was enthusiastically welcomed by 
the European faculty, as it will lead to notably shorter manufacturing times

> Lastly, experts highlighted that the first CAR T-cell therapy to demonstrate activity in 2L will 
undoubtedly gain a significant competitive advantage, as treatment for most pts will move to this 
setting when a 2L label becomes available

151. https://www.kitepharma.com/news/press-releases/2020/6/kite-receives-european-medicines-agency-approval-for-car-t-cell-therapy-

manufacturing-facility-in-europe

https://www.kitepharma.com/news/press-releases/2020/6/kite-receives-european-medicines-agency-approval-for-car-t-cell-therapy-manufacturing-facility-in-europe


DISCUSSION: CRITERIA FOR OPTIMAL PATIENT SELECTION

> Optimal pt selection for CAR T-cell therapy is viewed as a moving target, as the community is still 
trying to gain a better understanding of how this novel treatment can be used most effectively

> At present, the multifactorial effects and individual contributions of pt-, disease-, and CAR T 
product-specific characteristics on response rate and depth and development of associated AEs 
remain largely unclear

− Recent results using multivariate supervised learning to investigate the combinational relationship of these 
factors (EHA #275) have already provided some insight; there is huge potential in such approaches

> CAR T-cell therapy seems a feasible strategy, even in pediatric and older pts

− None of the experts use an age cutoff for older pts in their clinical practice; only the Italian experts stated 
that CAR T-cell therapy in Italy is restricted by national regulations to pts <70 years

− In light of recent real-world data (ASCO #8039) and their more favorable tolerability profile, 4-1BB CARs 
may be preferred over CD28 CARs for the treatment of pts ≥75 years
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DISCUSSION: USE OF CAR T IN REAL-WORLD PRACTICE

> There is a need for continued education of the community, as referral patterns are still suboptimal

− Overall low rates

− Pts are often not referred until too late in the disease course

> Bridging therapy during the CAR T-cell manufacturing process should be individualized to balance 
the cumulative risk of disease progression and potential effects on activity or tolerability of the CAR 
T-cell product in the long run

− Pts who are rapidly progressing often require bridging to reduce tumor burden

− In asymptomatic pts bridging is usually avoided, to reduce toxicity  

− The optimal bridging therapy is not known

− One US expert reported good results using polatuzumab plus rituximab as bridge to CAR T-cell therapy
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DISCUSSION: CAR T AS OUTPATIENT TREATMENT

> Advances in the field support the gradual transition of CAR T-cell therapy to an outpatient setting

− Management algorithms are consistently improving, with several prophylactic strategies in the pipeline

− Physicians have become more familiar with grading and management of the unique toxicities associated with these 
therapies; nonetheless, continued education remains crucial

> Experts also reiterated that ultimately it will be important to better understand how pt-, disease-, and product-
related factors affect the development of toxicities, to improve mitigation strategies and pt selection in addition 
to treatment setting (inpatient vs outpatient)

> While they believe all 3 CAR T-cell products have a potential role in the outpatient setting, experts highlighted 
liso-cel as particularly promising (favorable safety!)

− Findings from an analysis with liso-cel across 3 clinical studies (ASCO #8037) support this notion; especially 
encouraging is the fact that 43% of pts did not require hospitalization

> Experts concluded that current evidence indicates CAR T-cell therapy can be safely administered in the 
outpatient setting, but only when stringent monitoring protocols are followed and the appropriate infrastructure 
is in place to rapidly admit and treat pts in case of emergency

− Collection of additional safety data would be necessary to allow outpatient administration in Europe

− In contrast to the US, it is (currently) not possible to treat pts on an outpatient basis in Europe, as regulations require pts 
to stay in the hospital for up to 14 days after infusion

18



DISCUSSION: PLACE OF CAR T IN THE TREATMENT 
ALGORITHM 

> The role of CAR T-cell therapy vs ASCT remains uncertain

− Outcomes of the three phase III trials currently ongoing to compare standard salvage chemotherapy and ASCT with 
CAR T-cell therapy (ZUMA-7, TRANSFORM, and BELINDA) will provide insight into the potential of CAR T-cell therapy 
to move earlier in the treatment sequence and potentially replace ASCT in pts with R/R DLBCL

− However, as all 3 trials recruited only pts with primary refractory or early relapse (≤1 year) disease, it is less clear how 
outcomes (if positive) might impact treatment for late-relapse pts

> While there is a space for bispecific antibodies in the DLBCL market, they are not yet ready for prime time; 
more follow-up is needed regarding their tolerability and durability of responses

− It is too early to predict which agent under investigation is better; data currently look very similar

− Experts see bispecific antibodies moving to the 1L setting (possibly in combination with CHOP), but there may also be a 
role for them in combination therapy for pts in the relapsed setting

> It remains to be seen where bispecific antibodies would be sequenced relative to CAR T. Experts seemed 
convinced that they will not replace CAR T-cell therapy, as there is a subset of pts who are cured with CAR T, 
while this is not the case when bispecific antibodies are used

− The concept of bispecific antibodies as postprogression or rescue therapy for pts without CD19 antigen loss after CAR T 
failure is interesting; more data, however, are needed to understand the feasibility of such approaches

− Potential future drivers of selection between bispecific antibodies vs CAR T-cell therapy include clinical aspects (efficacy 
and safety) but also practical considerations (cost, off-the-shelf availability, convenience, and ability to control dosing)
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Update on CAR T in ALL

CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS FROM ASCO 
AND EHA



CD19-TARGETED CAR T-CELL IN CNS RELAPSED ALL
ASCO 10511

> Retrospective study of children/YA with CNS-relapsed ALL treated with tisa-cel or CTL119 on 4 clinical trials

− 3 of the trials included pts with active CNS disease controlled on therapy; all excluded bulky intracranial disease that did 
not improve on therapy

> 65/182 pts had R/R CNS ALL at time of infusion (median age: 10 years [range, 1–29])

> Outcomes: CNS-positive (+; n = 65) vs CNS-negative (–; n = 117) cohort

− No differences in CR rates and RFS

− No differences in NE 

− All pts cleared CNS disease by month 3, including 9 in the CNS+ cohort (5 CNS2 [<5 CSF WBC with blasts], 4 CNS3 
[>5 CSF WBC with blasts or exam/imaging evidence]), and 8 in the CNS– cohort (isolated CNS2 status preinfusion)

− 4 CNS relapses in the CNS+ cohort, and 1 in the CNS– cohort
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Conclusions Dr Park

• Active nonbulky CNS disease, controlled on IT or XRT therapy, can safely be treated with CD19 CAR T cells 

in children and YA with no worsening of neurotoxicity 

• CNS relapse after CD19 CAR T-cell therapy remains low 

• Further studies are needed to determine whether these efficacy and safety data for CD19 CAR T-cell therapy 

will also apply in isolated CNS relapse and in adult pts with ALL



PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF B2001X (TISA-CEL FOR PEDIATRIC/YA WITH R/R B-
ALL) FOCUSING ON PRIOR EXPOSURE TO BLINATUMOMAB AND INOTUZUMAB
EHA S118

> Multicenter global study of tisa-cel providing access to pediatric/YA pts with R/R B-ALL, including those with 
prior anti-CD19 therapy

> Study population: Pts ≤21 years at diagnosis with ≥2 relapses
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Conclusions Dr Park

• Need to be cautious in interpreting the data, as number of pts is small

• Efficacy and safety seems consistent with ELIANA outcomes

• Prior blinatumomab pts had comparable CR and duration of response, and no increased CD19– relapses

• Inotuzumab bridging therapy group had comparable CR, but with a trend toward lower Cmax and median Tlast

> As of Nov 4, 2019, 67 pts were infused 

− Median age: 10 years [range, 2–33]; 61% had prior 
alloSCT

> Outcomes

− Overall relapse rate: 21% (n = 14)

− CRS: 64% (grade 3/4: 28%); NE 24% (grade 3/4: 11%) 

− Median duration of tisa-cel persistence: 272 days (27–379)

− Cmax and median Tlast lower in inotuzumab bridging group 
(9,260 vs 38,500 copies/µg DNA; 154 d vs 273 d) 



ARI-0001 CELLS IN PTS WITH R/R CD19+ LEUKEMIA OR LYMPHOMA
EHA S288

> CART 19-BE-01: A European academic trial on the administration of internally manufactured ARI-0001 cells for 
the treatment of pts with ALL and other CD19+ lymphoproliferative disorders

> ARI-0001: Anti-CD19 CAR T cells manufactured in academic treatment centers

> Study population: R/R B-ALL (adults and pediatric), NHL, CLL for whom all standard therapy has failed

> Cell dose: 0.5–5 × 106 CAR T cell/kg, initially as single dose (n = 19) and in 3 fractions (10%, 30%, and 60%; 
n = 28) in subsequent pts

− This major amendment to the protocol was motivated by 3 cases of grade 5 toxicity in the first 19 pts

> 47 pts infused (ALL, n = 38; NHL, n = 8; CLL, n = 1)

− Median age: 24.5 yr (11 children and 22 adults up to age 67); 87% received prior alloSCT
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Conclusions Dr Park

• Safety and efficacy are comparable to other CD19 CARs

• Split-infusion schedule resulted in lower rates of severe CRS

> Efficacy

− MRD– CR: 71.1% at day 100

− PFS at 1 year: 47% (82% in children, 34% in adults) 

− OS at 1 year: 68.6% (78% in children, 65% in adults)

> Safety

− Grade ≥3 CRS: 13.2% (26.7% with single infusion →
4.3% with split dose) 

− Grade ≥3 NE: 2.6% 



AUTO1, A NOVEL FAST-OFF RATE CD19 CAR IN R/R B-ALL
EHA S119

> Updated data from the phase I ALLCAR19 study of AUTO1 in R/R adult B-ALL

> AUTO1: second-generation CD19 CAR (CAT-41BBz) with a faster off-rate but equivalent on-rate (more 
physiologic T-cell activation and reduced toxicity)

> 16 pts infused

− Median age: 35.5 years (range, 18–58)

− 69% received prior treatment with blinatumomab or inotuzumab; 75% received prior alloSCT

− Median follow-up: 11 mo (range, 0.5–21)
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Conclusion Dr Park

• Tolerable safety profile with reduced severe CRS and CRES

> Efficacy (15 pts evaluable)

− MRD– CR: 87% 

• 10/15 pts remain in continuous MRD– CR

− 5/15 pts have died

− EFS at 6 months: 68%

− 1 pt proceeded to post-CAR alloSCT

> Safety

− No grade ≥3 CRS

− Grade ≥3 CRES: 19% 



SCRI-CAR19X22 (DUAL CD19XCD22 CAR T) IN B-ALL
ASCO 3035

> Phase I study investigating SCRI-CAR19x22 in B-ALL

> SCRI-CAR19x22: Dual transduction of lentiviral vectors encoding for either a CD19- or CD22-specific CAR 
(both with 41BB co-stim)

> Products were successfully manufactured in all 28 enrolled pts

− 13 pts had prior exposure to CD19- or CD22-targeting therapies, with diverse expression levels of CD19 or CD22 on the 
leukemic blasts

> Outcomes

− CD22 activity is poor due to limited CD22 CAR expansion

− Low response rates in pts who had low expression of CD19 due to prior exposure to CD19-targeting therapies

> A revised CD22 CAR with reduced tonic signaling is in development
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Conclusion Dr Park

• Results are too preliminary to comment



FIRST-IN-HUMAN UNIVERSAL CAR T-CELL THERAPY (GC027) FOR R/R 
T-ALL
EHA S115

> Single-arm, open-label, multicenter study to assess safety and preliminary efficacy of GC027 in R/R T-ALL

> TruUCARTM: second-generation CAR with genomic disruption of TCRa and CD7 by CRISPR/Cas9

> As of Feb 6, 2020, 5 pts were infused

− Median age: 24 years (range, 19–38)

− Median lines of prior therapy: 5

> Cell dose

− 0.6 × 107 (n = 1), 1 × 107 (n = 3), and 1.5 × 107 (n = 1)

> Efficacy

− CR in 4 pts at D28 with 3 pts in ongoing CR without bridging to alloSCT

> Outcomes

− Grade 3 CRS occurred in 4 pts, grade 4 CRS in 1 pt

− No pts developed NE or GvHD
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Conclusions Dr Park

• Encouraging activity in T-ALL, but pt number is small with limited follow-up

• Cell dose appears to be higher than those used in autologous CD19 CARs for ALL pts

• High severe CRS rates, but no neurotoxicity



DISCUSSION: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAR T AND HSCT

> Currently it is unclear whether CAR T therapy can be a definitive treatment for ALL or subsequent SCT is 
needed, as existing data are limited and extrapolated from heterogeneously designed trials

− At present, single-center individualized policies are applied

− Long-term follow-up of responders receiving CAR T-cell therapy will be informative in determining the feasibility of using 
this treatment as standalone therapy

> Experts stressed the need to identify clinical and biologic predictors of relapse after CAR T cells, to better 
direct therapy in this setting

− This is crucial in terms of real-world considerations, as the additional transplant procedure leads to significantly 
increased toxicity risks and healthcare costs (which are already high for CAR T alone)

− Such financial considerations will become even more important once pts >25 years can be treated in clinical practice, as 
they represent a significantly larger proportion than pediatric pts

> Disease burden at time of CAR T-cell infusion might be a useful predictor of relapse, because pts with low 
disease burden appear more likely to benefit from CAR T alone compared with those with high disease burden

− One expert added that this is especially the case for adult pts, while they believe there may be more-reliable markers of 
response loss or impending loss of response for pediatric patients (not further specified)

> In contrast, experts are less convinced of the value of MRD status to risk-stratify whether a patient should 
receive consolidative SCT
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DISCUSSION: CAR T VS BISPECIFIC ANTIBODIES

> Compared with CAR T cells, bispecific antibodies have several advantages

− Readily available off the shelf 

− More-favorable tolerability that allows outpatient treatment for the majority of pts

− Dosing can be better controlled and easily interrupted in case of toxicity

− Can be combined with chemotherapy in a way that is not currently possible with CAR T

> On the other hand, bispecific antibodies are more transient in their activity and require continuous 
administration (cost effective?) to provide protection against disease recurrence

− Therefore, experts currently use them as bridge to SCT

> As experts see bispecific antibodies moving into the frontline setting, response to prior bispecific antibody 
therapy and the time since last anti-CD19 treatment could affect where CAR T-cell therapy is considered 
during the treatment course

− There are few to no data yet on how treatment with other CD19-targeting agents such as bispecific antibodies might 
impact subsequent CAR T-cell therapy

− Differential effects may be observed with various CD19 CARs, due to differences in design that may in turn impact 
antigen expression and density

− Lastly, experts are interested to see a head-to-head trial of CAR T cells vs bispecific antibodies in the frontline setting
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DISCUSSION: CAR T IN ADULTS AND PATIENTS WITH CNS 
DISEASE

> Experts are optimistic about the use of CAR T-cell therapy in adult pts with ALL. Given the initial 
results of ZUMA-3, they expect that the final readout will be positive and lead to the approval of 
KTE-X19 in this setting

> Current data suggest that children and young adults with active nonbulky CNS disease can safely 
be treated with CD19 CAR T cells. Efficacy in isolated CNS relapse and safety in adults are 
currently less clear
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DISCUSSION: NOVEL DEVELOPMENTS

> Academically developed, internally manufactured products appear to provide safety and efficacy comparable 
with that of commercially available CD19 CAR T cells

− Application for first marketing authorization of a point-of-care CAR T cell was submitted to the Spanish Agency of 
Medicines and Medical Devices in Feb 2020

> In light of the low persistence and depth of response observed with allogeneic CAR T cells currently under 
investigation in ALL, experts see them as likely to be used as a bridge to transplant (mainly for younger pts)

− They may provide a more cost-effective option vs bispecific antibodies in this setting

> Split infusion strategies, although more difficult to administer, show potential to reduce the risk of toxicities 
while appearing to maintain similar efficacy; it will be interesting to see more data

> Experts discussed that therapies for hematologic malignancies are typically lymphotoxic, which could make the 
T cells harvested for CAR T-cell production less healthy, less active, and less likely to persist and continue to 
keep the malignancy in check. They speculated that harvesting of T cells earlier in the disease course might 
improve outcomes with CAR T-cell therapy, especially in pts older than 40, who might also have age-related 
decreases in T-cell activity 

− Experts proposed a clinical trial in high-risk pts 40 or older wherein T cells would be harvested in pts with CR after 
induction therapy, and pts would receive either SCT or CAR T-cell therapy. One of the experts believes there would be 
significantly less long-term toxicity in this setting
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Update on CAR T in FL 
and MCL

CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS FROM ASCO 
AND EHA



PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS AND PHARMACOLOGIC PROFILE OF 
KTE-X19 
ASCO 3023

> Background

− ZUMA-2 is a phase II study evaluating KTE-X19 in pts with R/R MCL (1–5 prior therapies, including a BTK inhibitor)

− Primary efficacy analysis of ZUMA-2 (N = 60) demonstrated 93% ORR and 67% CR

> A comparative analysis of KTE-X19 pharmacology profile in higher- vs lower-risk pts was performed

− Higher- vs lower-risk pts were defined as TP53 mutated vs unmutated or high vs low Ki67 proliferation index

> Product characteristics and pharmacologic profile

− Peak CAR T levels within 14 days correlated with MRD negativity at 4 weeks 

− IL-6, IFNg, and IL-2 levels correlated with MRD– status

− Peak levels of IFNg, TNFa, MCP-1, sVCAM-1, IL-2, and IL-6 were associated with grade 4 neurotoxicity

• The pt with highest CAR T expansion had nonlethal grade 4 neurotoxicity (cerebral edema)

− When examining Ki67 and TP53 mutations, there was a trend toward higher inflammatory markers in TP53-mutated pts 

− Product characteristics were similar across all pts
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Conclusion Dr Frigault

• Encouraging to see that KTE-X19 showed comparable clinical outcomes in pts with higher- vs lower-risk MCL 



AXI-CEL IN PATIENTS WITH R/R INDOLENT NHL
ASCO 8008/EHA S287

> Interim analysis of phase II ZUMA-5 study evaluating axi-cel in pts with R/R indolent NHL (FL and MZL) after 
≥2 lines of prior therapy

> Efficacy

> Safety: Grade 3 CRS and NE occurred in 7% and 15% of FL pts, respectively; 1 pt had grade 5 CRS
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Conclusion Dr Frigault

• Significant and durable clinical benefits, with impressive ORR and CR rates



ALLOGENEIC CAR T FOR R/R LBCL OR FL
ASCO 8002

> First-in-human data of ALLO-501 and ALLO-647 in R/R LBCL or FL (phase I ALPHA study)

− ALLO-501: Allogeneic CD19-specific CAR T-cell product in which the TCR-ɑ constant gene is disrupted to reduce risk of 
GvHD and the CD52 gene is disrupted to permit use of ALLO-647

− ALLO-647: Anti-CD52 monoclonal antibody for selective and prolonged host lymphodepletion 

> Efficacy

> Safety: No GvHD or NE; CRS occurred in 7 pts (32%), with grade 3 CRS occurring in 1 pt (5%)
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Conclusions Dr Frigault

• Good tolerability; most important: no GvHD

• Unclear whether the FL is driving the observed ORR, as LBCL and FL were not differentiated in the cohorts 



Update on CAR T in FL 
and MCL

DISCUSSION



DISCUSSION: CAR T IN FL

> There is a lot of promise for using CAR T-cell therapy in FL, as emerging data suggest pts with this 
disease may have particularly good response

> Experts believe that earlier use (eg, frontline or early relapse after 1L therapy) of CAR T-cell therapy 
could potentially be curative in this setting

> That said, more data are needed to define the optimal place for CAR T in the treatment landscape, 
as many other treatment options with durable remissions are available for pts with FL

− Head-to-head trials in this space are needed to inform therapy sequencing

− In addition, experts believe cost-effectiveness vs other therapies and pt-reported outcomes data will be key 
considerations driving the selection of CAR T-cell therapy vs other options in FL

> Lastly, allogeneic CAR T-cell products appear to be safe in pts with FL (and LCL); however, more 
data are needed, as response durations are still low compared with autologous CAR T-cell products
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DISCUSSION: CAR T IN MCL

> Experts are very excited about recent data from ZUMA-2, which they see as practice-changing for pts with R/R 
MCL, a disease for which there remains a significant unmet need

− The finding that efficacy is comparable in low-risk and high-risk disease is important, as the latter is a group with very 
poor prognosis

− The ORR demonstrated in pts with pleomorphic and blastoid MCL (100% and 93%, respectively) may indicate that KTE-
X19 has curative potential in these subtypes; however, longer follow-up and more-mature data are needed

> Building on the ZUMA-2 findings, experts noted the need to examine the timing of treatment administration. 
They wondered whether pts with signs of loss of response but who have not yet met the criteria for PD on 
ibrutinib should already be treated when in PR vs upon PD; while more data are needed, experts hope the 
future label of KTE-X19 will allow both options, to avoid potential barriers in the commercial setting

> Experts expressed that they would be very comfortable using CAR T in pts with R/R MCL if it were to be 
approved

> Experts believe the rationale for combining CAR T-cell therapy with a BTK inhibitor to enhance activity of T-cell 
response in MCL is sound. Differential effects, however, may be observed, depending on the selectivity of the 
chosen BTK inhibitor partner, as the agents do have slightly different molecular profiles
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T-Cell Redirection Strategies 
in MM

CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS FROM ASCO 
AND EHA



IDE-CEL (BCMA CAR T) IN PATIENTS WITH RRMM
ASCO 8503/EHA S209

39

> Initial results from the pivotal phase II KarMMa trial of idecabtagene vicleucel (ide-cel; bb2121) in RRMM

> Study population: Pts had ≥3 prior regimens (including IMiD, PI, and CD38 monoclonal antibody) and were 
refractory to their last regimen per IMWG criteria

> 128 pts infused (median age: 61 yr; median no. of prior regimens: 6)

− 84% triple- and 26% penta-refractory

> Efficacy (median follow-up: 13.3 mo)

− ORR: 73%

• Similar ORR reported across all subgroups, including high-risk cytogenetics, triple-refractory, and penta-refractory

− CR/sCR: 33%

− Median DOR: 10.7 mo

− Median PFS: 8.8 mo; median OS: 19.4 mo

> Safety: Grade 3 CRS or NE occurred in ≤6% of pts at target dose 450 × 106 CAR T cells

> The real-world study KarMMA-RW (ASCO #8525) confirms these trial results

Conclusion Dr Morgan

• Very promising results in heavily pretreated pt population



ORVA-CEL (BCMA CAR T) FOR PTS WITH RRMM
ASCO 8504/EHA EP927

> Background: Over 100 pts have been treated in the EVOLVE phase I study. Pts treated at 50 and 150 × 106

CAR T cells were previously reported (ASH 2018 #957). Here the higher dose levels in 51 pts who received 
orvacabtagene autoleucel (orva-cel) manufactured using the process intended to support commercial use are 
reported
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Conclusion Dr Morgan

• Encouraging results

> Study population: Pts with ≥3 prior regimens (including IMiD, PI, and 
CD38 monoclonal antibody) received orva-cel at 300, 450, and 600 ×
106 CAR T cells 

> 51 pts infused (median age: 61 years; median no. of prior regimens: 6)

− 92% penta-exposed

> Efficacy

− ORR: 92%; ≥VGPR: 68%

− Response was durable and observed even with high-baseline sBCMA

> Safety: Similar safety profile across all dose levels with low rate of 
grade ≥3 CRS and NE (3%)

> Orva-cel dose 600 × 106 CAR T cells continuing as RP2D for phase II EVOLVE study



JNJ-4528 (BCMA CAR T) IN PTS WITH RRMM
ASCO 8505/EHA EP926

> Updated results with longer follow-up from the CARTITUDE-1 phase Ib study investigating JNJ-4528 in pts 
with RRMM

> Study population: Pts had MM per IMWG criteria, measurable disease, received ≥3 prior regimens or were 
double-refractory to a PI and IMiD, and received anti-CD38 antibody

> 29 pts infused (median age: 66 years; median no. of prior regimens: 6)

− 76% penta-exposed, 86% triple-refractory, 31% penta-refractory, 97% refractory to last line of therapy

> Efficacy

− ORR: 100% with 22 pts (76%) sCRs, 6 pts (21%) VGPR, and 1 pt (3%) PR

− Median time to ≥CR: 2 mo (range, 1–9)

− 26/29 pts are progression free with 6-mo PFS rate of 93% and longest response ongoing at 15 mo

> Safety

− 27 pts had CRS (25 grade 1–2; one grade 3; one grade 5); median time to CRS onset: 7 days (range, 2–12)

− 4 pts had NE (three grade 1–2; one grade 3)
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Conclusion Dr Morgan

• Impressive response rate with good sCR and ongoing durable response



TECLISTAMAB, A BISPECIFIC BCMAXCD3 ANTIBODY, IN PTS WITH 
RRMM
ASCO 100

> Initial results from an ongoing study of teclistamab, a bispecific BCMAxCD3 antibody, in RRMM

> Study population: Pts had MM and are RR to standard therapies

> 66 pts infused (median age: 64 years; median no. of prior regimens: 6)

− 97% triple-class exposed, 83% triple-class refractory, 38% penta-drug refractory

> Safety

− CRS: 56% (all grade 1 or 2)

− NE: 8%

> PK results indicate that the half-life of teclistamab supports weekly dosing

> At highest dose, 7/9 pts (78%) responded (of MRD-evaluable pts who had CR, 2/2 MRD–)
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Conclusion Dr Morgan

• Significant CRS rates, but mainly grade 1 and 2



BCMA 2+1 T-CELL ENGAGER CC-93269 IN PTS WITH RRMM
EHA S205

> Phase I dose-finding study of CC-93269, an asymmetric 2-
arm humanized immunoglobulin G1 TCE that binds 
bivalently to BCMA and noncovalently to CD3e in a 2+1 
format

> Study population: Pts had received ≥3 prior regimens 
without prior BCMA-directed therapy 

> CC-93269 dose ranged from 0.15–10 mg

> As of Oct 28, 2019, 30 pts had received CC-93269 (median 
age: 64 years)

> Safety

− CRS: 77%

− Other side effects quite high

− 4 early deaths
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Conclusion Dr Morgan

• Quite significant numbers of CRS



T-Cell Redirection Strategies 
in MM

DISCUSSION



DISCUSSION: T-CELL REDIRECTION STRATEGIES IN MM (1/3)

> Experts strongly believe that T-cell redirection strategies will transform the clinical management of myeloma in 
the next 5 years

> Response rates, ability to induce MRD negativity, and PFS observed with BCMA-targeting CAR T cells in 
heavily pretreated pts are very impressive 

− One expert even stated that currently there is “nothing which is comparable to the efficacy of CAR T cells” for this heavily 
pretreated pt population

− Experts believe such approaches might be successfully moved to earlier lines

> Nonetheless, the durability of responses, even among pts who demonstrate the best benefits, are not as long-
lasting as those observed with CD19-targeted CARs in leukemia or lymphoma

− In most of the studies, BCMA loss or reduction of BCMA expression was observed in only a small proportion of pts 
(<5%), suggesting other mechanisms responsible for relapse 

− More data are needed to better understand the underlying reasons for relapse 

> The tolerability of CAR T cells appears to be better than reported in other malignancies, likely due to more 
experience in CAR T-cell toxicity management from other disease areas

− Nonetheless, CRS is seen as a significant issue (even though generally mild)

− It remains to be seen whether CAR T-cell therapy will show the low toxicity in earlier lines of therapy (when the immune 
system is typically less impaired) that has been observed in late-stage pts
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DISCUSSION: T-CELL REDIRECTION STRATEGIES IN MM (2/3)

> Experts find all BCMA-targeting CARs currently under investigation very effective and promising

− It is too early to predict which of them are better, given that the pt population differs largely among the different studies
(eg, KarMMa enrolled more pts with extramedullary disease compared with CARTITUDE)

> Potential future indications for CAR T-cell therapy in MM may focus on

− Younger/fitter transplant-eligible pts (potentially replacing transplant)

− Pts with early relapse following autologous SCT

− Pts with especially high-risk disease 

> Recent data suggest that bispecific antibodies could be serious competitors for CAR T-cell approaches in MM; 
however, more-mature ORR and durability data are needed

> Given the easier administration and management with bispecific antibodies, experts speculated that they might 
move into the consolidation/maintenance setting, while CAR T cells will probably mostly remain in the (early) 
relapse setting

− Data with blinatumomab in ALL indicate that retreatment with bispecific antibodies is feasible; if this observation holds 
true in MM, it may be another advantage compared with CAR T cells, as experience with re-treating MM pts with BCMA-
directed CARs (so far) has shown only very low responses

− Next to clinical considerations of efficacy and safety, other major factors potentially affecting future treatment selection of 
CAR T cells vs bispecific antibodies in MM include cost-effectiveness, physician preference, and availability
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DISCUSSION: T-CELL REDIRECTION STRATEGIES IN MM (3/3)

> Functionality of either modality for elderly transplant-noneligible pts remains uncertain, while frail 
pts are considered to be unlikely candidates

> Experts concluded that pt selection will be very important in the future development of T-cell 
directed strategies in MM, as they see the field moving toward risk-stratified precision medicine 
approaches

− While BCMA is an ideal target in MM (high and near-universal expression), experts also see a clear place 
for other targets such as GPRC5D and SLAMF7 (both already under investigation) or even CD19 and 
CD20 (both expressed on ~30% of all MM pts)

− They seem unconvinced about the usefulness of combining additional agents (eg, gamma secretase 
inhibitors) to enhance the activity of T-cell redirection strategies in MM
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The Next Frontier of CAR T 
Therapy



DISCUSSION: THE NEXT FRONTIER OF CAR T THERAPY (1/2)

> CAR-NK therapies have shown encouraging short-term efficacy and safety. Experts believe they 
have great potential, should they also demonstrate durability in their effects

− Another area to be optimized is cryopreservation protocols for NK cells, as it has been shown that they are 
more sensitive to freezing and thawing than T cells, resulting in inferior potency

> Dual-antigen targeting is a promising strategy to improve on-tumor specificity and minimize risk of 
antigen escape; it remains to be seen which antigen combination is the most suitable

> Experts are excited about allogeneic CARs as potentially more accessible (off the shelf) and cost-
effective alternatives to the time-consuming manufacturing of autologous products

− While gene editing technologies have resulted in strategies to control the risk of GvHD, other areas remain 
to be improved further, such as the optimal type and intensity of lymphodepletion

− Experts see potential for allogeneic CARs in lymphomas and myelomas, but are less clear about the future 
in other indications, where the persistence of allogeneic products would need to be improved for them to be 
successful. That said, the experts can envision allogeneic CARs being used in ALL as a bridge for 
transplant

− One expert thinks they will primarily be used for pts who rapidly progress, or in situations when autologous 
manufacturing has failed
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DISCUSSION: THE NEXT FRONTIER OF CAR T THERAPY (2/2)

> One way that some countries are increasing access and reducing costs is through point-of-care 
manufacturing of CAR T cells, which is already widely explored in some European centers and with 
the associated national regulatory authorities

− The first marketing authorization application under the hospital exemption rule of such a product (ARI-
0001) was submitted in Feb 2020 to the Spanish Agency of Medicines and Medical Devices (collaboration 
of academic and pharma)

− Experts voiced concerns that such approaches may shortcut the typical regulatory pathways, which can 
result in heterogeneity in the quality and safety of the generated products, as the individual centers have 
not established biosimilarity in their capabilities compared with the index products’ production

> Lastly, experts stressed that research should not only focus on novel developments, but that it is 
crucial to also address remaining questions with current CAR T-cell approaches, such as how to 
optimize pt selection or what to do for pts who relapse after CAR T-cell therapy
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T-Cell Therapy in Solid 
Tumors



DISCUSSION: T-CELL THERAPY IN SOLID TUMORS

> Main hurdles for T-cell therapy research in solid tumors 

− Each solid tumor has its own microenvironments

• Many have immunosuppressive tumor microenvironments; this has implications for T-cell differentiation and 
exhaustion 

• Heterogeneous tumor microenvironments will likely make single-antigen targeting insufficient 

− Tumor structure typically makes penetration and migration of T-cell therapies into the tumor inefficient

− Resistance mechanisms from prior exposure (quite common nowadays in solid tumors!) and progression 
on immunotherapies such as checkpoint inhibitors might cause cross-resistance to T-cell therapy 
approaches

− Lastly, there are very few academic centers that can perform T-cell therapy research, because specific 
regulatory requirements (eg, Joint Accreditation Committee ISCT-Europe & EBMT in Europe) must be met. 
This will be an even bigger barrier when it comes to future clinical practice (should such therapies come to 
the market)

> Given the very heterogeneous tumor microenvironments, experts believe that to be successful, 
future approaches should target more than a single antigen; nevertheless, it remains to be seen 
whether long-term control in solid tumors will be feasible
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CAR T in Times of COVID-19 
and Beyond



EXPERIENCES WITH COVID-19: QUOTES

> Early experiences

− [In Italy] the legislation in the beginning did not quarantine or perform a swab for asymptomatic people, because 
according to the WHO, the presence of fever indicated the need of testing and we had a shortage of swab testing and 
PPE. It was very bad . . . very bad for the spread of the pandemic

− [In the US] we had some luxury to learn from other experiences from European colleagues, China, as well as other 
places that have experienced a lot more numbers of cases. So, since mid-March our hospital [MDACC] had prepared for 
a possible COVID-19 surge, which fortunately never came. Our [COVID-19] caseload had been low between March to 
May, although over the last 4 weeks since Memorial Day this has changed quite a bit, with almost 5000 new cases 
reported yesterday [in Texas], which is the highest we’ve ever had so far since this outbreak

> During the peak of the pandemic

− I was on service [during that time]. It was pretty challenging, and we were conducting most of the visits through 
tele(medicine) because we didn’t have enough PPE to see everybody in person

− There were 200-plus people ventilated just in our hospital, so all transplantation was shut down

− In our experience, we were lucky to never have a CAR T-cell patient with COVID disease. But I had [other patients with 
hematologic diseases] . . . 17 with pneumonia and 6 of them died, so the mortality rate is similar to the Italian situation, 
which was very bad

− It was a very challenging time for the whole range of leukemia patients. [Physicians were] essentially trying to choose a 
therapy that wouldn’t further suppress them or expose their risk to COVID-19, which undoubtedly all these therapies do, 
but whilst trying to minimize risk of relapse
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CLINICAL PRACTICE (1/2)

> Some pts are reluctant to come to centers for diagnosis and follow-up visits, leading to situations 
where they present with advanced stages of disease at diagnosis and symptomatic relapse

− In the setting of CAR T-cell therapy, this can mean that pts have progressed too far to be considered for 
therapy either on clinical trial or commercial product

> Mobility of pts traveling to specialist centers is impacted; particularly, the pt flow across different 
countries/states might be restricted by local/state/national quarantine regulations

> Economic and logistic challenges

− Staff shortages in hospitals, but also CAR T-cell manufacturing sites

− Resource shortages such as

• Decreased blood platelet supply due to a drop in donor attendance at blood banks

• Finite supply of tocilizumab because it is reserved for the treatment of pts suffering from COVID-19

− Limited or lack of capacity; particularly, lack of ICU beds at the peak of infections

− Travel restrictions in shipping CAR T-cell products; particularly affecting European centers, as the majority 
of products are made in the US
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CLINICAL PRACTICE (2/2)

> Psychosocial burden for healthcare providers, pts, and their families (eg, restrictions on relatives for 
accompanying pts to visits, fear of transmitting the disease to pts) require additional staff hours for 
management 

> Prolonged wait for diagnosis and treatment procedures due to the implementation of prevention and 
detection algorithms for COVID-19

> One of the long-term changes experts envision to routine practice in hematology will be the 
integration of telemedicine, replacing a number of in-person visits 

− US experts highlighted that future integration will be dictated by whether or not virtual consultations 
continue to be reimbursed
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO MINIMIZE COVID-19 RISK

Pre-CAR T

> Screening measures 

− PCR testing of all pts (including asymptomatic) 
prior to leukapheresis, conditioning chemotherapy, 
and CAR T-cell infusion

> Preventive measures 

− CAR T centers need to have dedicated areas and 
SOPs for inpatient and outpatient care for pts

• Maintain a protective “moat” around CAR T pts, both 
in hospital and outside

− Pts and caregivers need to take appropriate 
precautions (eg, masks, hand washing, social 
distancing)

− Limit in-person visits prior, and substitute with 
telemedicine visits (as appropriate)

> US specific

− Initiate process of financial clearance for CAR T 
ahead of first visit

Post-CAR T

> Care delivery 

− Limit in-person visits and continue close monitoring via 
telemedicine (as feasible)

− More-intensive monitoring

− Perform apheresis in conjunction with first visit at CAR T 
center (if possible)

> Education 

− Provide education to caregivers and establish 
contingency plans for CAR T-cell recipients who present 
with fever and/or COVID-19 

> Infection prophylaxis 

− Antiviral prophylaxis for HSV and VZV

− Antifungal prophylaxis for pts with >7 days of high-dose 
steroids or neutropenia >14 days

> Prophylactic IVIG is NOT recommended to prevent 
COVID-19

> Supportive care 

− Consider G-CSF for periods of prolonged neutropenia
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CLINICAL TRIALS

> COVID-19 has impeded the execution of clinical trials, and several have been postponed, delayed, 
or revised 

− Research laboratories were shut down and/or staff was reallocated to rapidly established COVID-19 trials

− Many trials have been put on hold by the sponsors

• Some US experts believe it may not have been necessary to put a general hold on sponsored trials, but instead 
assess each institution on a case-by-case basis, since some did not have as many COVID-19 cases and were 
better equipped to continue without interruption 

> Several experts (mainly those working in dedicated cancer centers in the US) indicated that the 
majority of clinical trials in their departments have been reactivated and are running (for now)

> Experts expressed hope that some of the changes in the way clinical trials are conducted will carry 
over to the post–COVID-19 era

− Implementation of electronic/remote informed consents

− Facilitation of remote monitoring of studies

− Streamlined research sample collection 

− Telemedicine visits to follow up with pts
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Abbreviations



ABBREVIATIONS (1/3)

> 1L – first line

> 2L – second line

> ALC – absolute lymphocyte count 

> ALL – acute lymphoblastic leukemia

> alloSCT – allogeneic stem cell transplantation

> AMC – absolute monocyte count

> ANC – absolute neutrophil count

> ASCO – American Society of Clinical Oncology

> ASCT – autologous stem cell transplant

> ASH – American Society of Hematology

> autoSCT – autologous stem cell transplantation

> axi-cel – axicabtagene ciloleucel

> B-NHL – B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma

> BTK – Bruton tyrosine kinase

> CAR – chimeric antigen receptor 
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> CHOP – cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, prednisone

> CIRS – cumulative illness rating score

> CIBMTR – Center for International Blood and Marrow 
Transplantation Research

> CLL – chronic lymphocytic leukemia

> Cmax – maximum plasma concentration

> CNS – central nervous system

> CR – complete remission

> CRES – CAR-related encephalopathy syndrome

> CRISPR – Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic 
Repeats

> CRR – CR rate

> CRS – cytokine release syndrome

> CSF – cerebrospinal fluid

> D – day

> DLBCL – diffuse large B-cell lymphoma



ABBREVIATIONS (2/3)

> ICU – intensive care unit

> IFN – interferon

> IL – interleukin

> IMWG – International Myeloma Working Group

> IT – intrathecal

> IVIG – intravenous immunoglobulin

> LBCL – large B-cell lymphoma

> liso-cel – lisocabtagene maraleucel

> MCL – mantle cell lymphoma

> MCP-1 – monocyte chemoattractant protein-1

> MM – multiple myeloma

> MRD – minimal residual disease

> MZL – marginal zone lymphoma

> NA – not available

> NE – not evaluable
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> DOR – duration of response

> EBMT – European Society for Blood and Marrow Transplantation

> ECOG PS – Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance 
status

> EFS – event-free survival

> EHA – European Hematology Association

> EMA – European Medicines Agency

> FL – follicular lymphoma

> GvHD – graft-vs-host disease

> HBV – hepatitis B virus

> HCT-CI – hematopoietic cell transplantation-specific comorbidity 
index

> HEOR – health economics and outcomes research 

> Hgb – hemoglobin

> HSCT – hematopoietic stem cell transplantation

> HSV – herpes simplex virus



ABBREVIATIONS (3/3)

> NHL – non-Hodgkin lymphoma

> NK – natural killer cell

> NOS – not otherwise specified

> NR – not reported

> ORR – overall response rate

> OS – overall survival

> PD – progressive disease

> PFS – progression-free survival

> PR – partial remission

> PRO – patient-reported outcomes

> pts – patients

> Q – every

> RFS – relapse-free survival

> R/R – relapsed/refractory

> RWE – real-world evidence

> SCT – stem cell transplantation

> SD – stable disease

> sVCAM1 – soluble vascular cell adhesion molecule 1

> T-ALL – T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia

> TCRɑ – T-cell receptor alpha

> TEAE – treatment-emergent adverse event

> tFL – transformed follicular lymphoma

> tisa-cel – tisagenlecleucel

> Tlast – time of last measurable concentration

> TNFɑ – tumor necrosis factor alpha

> VSV – varicella zoster virus

> W – week

> WBC, white blood cell count

> XRT – external beam radiotherapy

> YA – young adult
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